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Abstract
The large uncertainties in the forecasting of future global climatic conditions endorse
the need of developing simple yet credible predicting tools. Here we propose a three‐
zone steady‐state radiative model that maximizes latitudinal heat fluxes and considers
the potential effect of the Earths declination. The model is formulated as a set of five
equations and six unknowns (zonal temperatures and widths, and the latitudinal heat
transport) that requires specifying the reflected (albedo) and back‐to‐Earth
(greenhouse) radiation fractions and obliges turning the low‐latitude temperature into
an additional parameter. The results do depend on the Earth declination, with changes
of 0.5/1.5 K in the intermediate/high zones, which is interpreted as potentially
affecting the greenhouse and high‐latitude albedo coefficients. Therefore, we focus on
identifying the effects of changes in these parameters  properly selected to represent
last‐glacial‐maximum, modern and end‐of the‐century conditions. The main change is a
large rise of the high‐latitude temperature, favored both by a decrease in the high‐
latitude albedo and an increase in the greenhouse factor. For the other variables, the
temporal changes in these parameters compete among them, resulting in one trend
from glacial to modern times and a reversal between now and the end of the 21st
century (currently a warming‐narrowing of the intermediate region and the widening
of both the low‐ and high‐latitude zones); however, we note that an increase in the
low‐latitude temperature would tend to alleviate these changes. Despite its simplicity,
the model leads to realistic global trends, becoming a useful simple tool for exploring
the sensitivity of the Earths heat distribution to changes in radiative fluxes and
endorsing the validity of the maximum latitudinal‐heat‐transport premise.
2
1. Introduction
As for any complex living being, we may possibly envision the Earth as a system that
has evolved in time such as to operate close to an optimum metabolic state. This
simple evolutionary argument is related to the constructal theory, which states that in
any complex system the flow naturally evolves towards spatial and temporal structures
that optimize the transfer of energy [1‐4]. Bejan and collaborators have applied this
theory with substantial success to describe the operation of both living and non‐living
systems [5‐7], included the Earths climate [8‐10].
The constructal theory does not imply that a complex system has to remain in one
single state but rather that at any time the flux of energy is to be maximized, i.e. the
system is in an optimized state. The system may actually revolve near one of several
possible thermodynamic states (attractors), the transition taking place when certain
threshold conditions are overcome [11‐13]. The living Earth is a good example of this
behavior, with its thermodynamics and energy balance revolving at any time near one
attractor but experiencing transitions from one state to another. This behavior
resembles the shifts between periods of rest and exercise that characterize all living
beings: during the resting interval the system makes up reserves that are used during
the exercise period [14‐15].
In a simple model developed in the framework of the constructal Law, the Earth was
divided in two different zones  a low‐latitude warm zone and a high‐latitude cold
zone  and forced with the insolation received at equinox [8‐10]. In the original work
[8], there was no solar incoming radiation in the high‐latitude compartment and
dissipation was incorporated through an independent ad‐hoc equation. This study was
later improved by incorporating all radiative terms and by requiring that the energy
flow between both compartments is maximized [9]. This provided mean temperatures
of the low‐ and high‐latitude regions but also led to different spatial coverages of both
compartments, which was interpreted as if there was an intermediate zone. Finally,
the model was modified to investigate how the temperature of the two compartments
changes as a function of the Earths albedo and greenhouse coefficients but the
formulation led to a constant areal partition between the two regions [10].
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In this work we pursue the study of the Earths energy balance with the constructal
approach, removing some of the limitations in these previous works and applying the
model to forecast the Earths changes from the last glacial maximum to the end of the
21st century. Foremost, each hemisphere is segmented into three geographical zones,
connected using a criterion of energy‐flow maximization. The requirement is that the
intermediate region is in radiative balance, a fairly reasonable approximation for much
of the mid‐latitude areas of the world. This provides a consistent partition into three
zones and defines a constant energy flow between the three compartments. Further,
our formulation incorporates the Earths declination, which allows exploring how the
energy budget depends on using either the radiative forcing at a certain specific time
(e.g. the equinox) or having the year‐long mean radiation. The results show that there
are significant differences, which are interpreted as giving rise to feedback
mechanisms that may affect the albedo and greenhouse factors. Hence, we place our
emphasis on setting the models parameters for the last glacial maximum, modern and
future conditions; in particular, we develop a simple procedure that allows us
estimating the time evolution of the greenhouse factor. The model is finally applied for
a range of albedo and greenhouse coefficients, in order to investigate the long‐term
variations between the different thermodynamic states.
The article is structured as follows. In section 2 we introduce the model, explaining the
fundamental ideas behind the three‐zone partition and developing the models energy
equations. In section 3 we address the difficult task of setting the models parameters
 albedo, greenhouse effect, low‐zone temperature and effective declination  and in
section 4 we illustrate the dependence of the results on these parameters. We
conclude in section 5 with a discussion of the models predictions about the evolution
from past glacial to present and future scenarios plus some final considerations on
optimal fluxes in the living Earth.
2. The model
2.1. Main assumptions and three‐zone latitudinal partition
The solar radiation at origin is approximately constant but the amount of heat arriving
to the Earths surface is a function of latitude and time. The radiation arriving at any
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site changes throughout the year because of the Earths translation around the Sun
and because of three main astronomical movements (eccentricity, obliquity and
precession) that set the Earth‐Sun distance and the orientation of the Earths axis of
rotation with respect to the plane formed by the Earth‐Sun system (ecliptic).
Among these three astronomical motions, obliquity is the principal one responsible for
changes in the annual‐mean insolation at any site, and therefore will be the only one
considered in this study. Obliquity sets the (solar) declination (j)  the angle between
the ecliptic and the Earths axis of rotation  which changes by as much as 5± with a
periodicity close to 41,000 yrs. The energy effectively arriving to the Earths surface
also depends on the fraction of the incoming radiation that is reflected, an effect
known as the albedo a (section 3.1). The outgoing long‐wave radiation depends not
only on the temperature of the Earth but also on the greenhouse gases (section 3.2),
whose net effect is the back‐radiation of some of this long‐wave heat flux (a fraction l,
known as the greenhouse factor).
The model considers latitudinal rings englobing the entire Earth, hence ignoring any
longitudinal variations. Further, it assumes the Earth to be in steady state, i.e. the
forcing remains constant long enough for the Earth system to stabilize (be close
enough to a thermodynamic attractor). The steady state is a fair assumption if we are
to consider only the 40,000‐years periodicity but is certainly not adequate for the
seasonal cycle (section 3.4). The model further idealizes the Earth as split in three
latitudinal bands  low, intermediate and high  based on a simple criterion for the
sign of the net radiation (short‐wave solar ingoing minus long‐wave outgoing) (Fig. 1).
In the low zone, which represents the equatorial and tropical latitudes, the ingoing
exceeds the outgoing radiation. The intermediate zone corresponds to temperate
areas, where the ingoing and outgoing radiative fluxes (energy per unit area and time)
are fairly similar so we impose the net radiation to be zero; actual observations show
that there is a latitudinal band as wide as 20± where the difference is less than 20%
[16‐17]. The high zone matches the subpolar and polar regions, with long‐wave
outgoing fluxes exceeding the ingoing solar input. Within each zone, the temperature
is set constant, with the low‐latitude temperature chosen as a model parameter
(section 3.3) and the temperatures of the other zones being two of the five output
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variables. The other three output variables are the latitudinal heat flux and the
latitudes separating the low‐intermediate and intermediate‐high zones.
Figure 1. Segmentation of one hemisphere into three zones, showing the incoming solar
radiation, outgoing long‐wave radiation and energy transports between the zones.
The greenhouse factor is set constant for the entire Earth but the albedo is let to vary
from one zone to another, depending on the amount of clouds, the water fraction
coverage and the type of land coverage (sections 3.1 and 3.2). As a result, our model
includes six parameters: the low‐latitude temperature, the solar declination angle, the
greenhouse factor and the albedos (one for each zone).
Finally, the model allows heat transport to occur between two adjacent zones. Rather
than calculating the advective and diffusive fluxes (per unit time and area) we consider
the meridional transport after integration over the entire globe along a constant‐
latitude plane. These transports, which result from the heat balance in the two
adjacent zones, are maximized as a function of the latitudinal limits of these zones.
This maximization closes the system and constitutes the practical expression of the
constructal law.
Nomenclature
s Stefan‐Boltzmann constant (5.67 × 10‐8 W m‐2 K‐4)
 solar temperature (5762 K)
 equivalent radius of the Earth (6371 km)
 Sun‐Earth vision factor, 2.16 × 10‐5
 energy per unit time into or out of each compartment (W)
 latitude
 upper latitude and width for the low‐latitude zone
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 upper latitude for the intermediate‐latitude zone
   width of the intermediate‐latitude zone
 width of the high‐latitude zone
 temperature (K)
 albedo
j solar declination angle
l greenhouse factor




 refers to exchange between low and intermediate zones
 refers to exchange between intermediate and high zones
i refers to ingoing short‐wave solar radiation, e.g. the subindex pair i,L
would refer to ingoing radiation in the low‐latitude zone
o refers to outgoing long‐wave radiation, e.g. the subindex pair o,H would
refer to outgoing radiation in the high‐latitude zone
2.2. Model equations
We consider the heat balance for the northern hemisphere; the situation in the
southern hemisphere would be analogous but with a phase difference of six months.
The variables characterizing the partition of the hemisphere in three zones are
illustrated in Figure 2. The zonal bands are delimited by several latitudes, as follows:
the equator and  for the low zone, and  for the intermediate zone, and  and
 2⁄   for the high zone.
The radiation per unit area that reaches any latitude is proportional to the radiation
per unit area arriving to a plane normal to the ecliptic and to the local orientation of
the Earths surface with respect to the ecliptic,  cos   . Hence, for a zonal ring
that encircles the Earth  located at a latitude q, of width dq, and with temperature 
 the radiation captured (in) and emitted (out) are

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   41 cos cos2i sq =2R F T d       (1)
  41 cos2oq =2 R T d     (2)
where  is the Earths radius, s is the Stefan‐Boltzmann constant,  is the
temperature of the Sun, a is the albedo and l is the greenhouse factor, and the
temperature is expressed in Kelvin degrees.
Figure 2. Latitudinal variables of the three‐zone model (northern hemisphere and
summer). The shaded area represents the intermediate zone and the horizontal line
represents the plane of the ecliptic.
The steady‐state heat balance for the low, intermediate and high zones are (Fig. 1)
0,,  LILoLi qqq (3)
0,,  IHLIIoIi qqqq (4)
0,,  IHHoHi qqq (5)
Inserting expressions (1) and (2) for ingoing and outgoing radiation, and integrating
























for the intermediate zone:







































































qTY IHHHHHHH . (13)
These zonal energy balances provide expressions for the meridional heat transports
between adjacent zones. Following the constructal law, we ask these meridional







































































A third condition, which comes from the zero radiative balance in the intermediate
zone, is LI IHq q q  .
(18)
























TY  , (20)




































The model reduces to these six equations with seven variables or unknowns: the heat
flow between zones, the three zonal temperatures and the widths of the three zones.
The model parameters are the albedo, greenhouse factor and solar declination; since
we have one variable in excess of the number of equations, we set the low‐zone
temperature as an additional known parameter.
2.3. Numerical procedure
We solve numerically the system of equations (19) to (24) as follows: (i) assign values
for the albedos ,	 and , the greenhouse effect , the solar declination , and
the tropical temperature ; (ii) use the definitions (7), (9) and (11) to calculate , 
and ; (iii) use equation (22) to calculate ; (iv) solve for  in the equation obtained
as follows: clear for  in equations (19) and (21), equate them, and replace  in terms
of  using equation (23); (v) use equation (24) to obtain ; (vi) calculate  from
equation (20); and (vii) employ equation (23) to determine .
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3. Model parameters
We apply the model to simulate the Earths energy balance during the last glacial
maximum, the modern conditions and two fossil‐fuel‐emission scenarios by the end of
the 21st century. The modern conditions have changed so rapidly that we will explore
the sensitivity of the model to the parameters representing the preindustrial
conditions (here taken as the oldest instrumental records, essentially the 19th century),
the 1951‐1980 mean values (which are often taken as a reference for calculating
temperature anomalies) and the most recent available data (2018‐2019) [18‐21]. For
the conditions at the end of the 21st century we will use the predictions for the RCP6.0
and RCP8.5 scenarios of greenhouse‐gases emission, which respectively reflect
intermediate and relatively high greenhouse concentrations [18]; nevertheless, recent
reports point at RCP8.5 as a feasible future scenario [22].
3.1. Albedo
The albedo varies greatly with latitude because of the type of soil/vegetation, the
amount of cloud coverage and the changing fraction of land‐ocean [23]; this last effect
is also an important cause for differences between the northern and southern
hemispheres. Zonally‐averaged albedos change largely with latitude, with
minimum/maximum values in tropical/polar regions [23‐27]. On the basis of these
studies, we take the current albedos for the northern hemisphere as 0.30, 0.32 and
0.60 for the low, intermediate and high zones, respectively.
Albedo has certainly changed along the Earths paleoclimatic history, although the
major changes would have happened at high latitudes as a result of changes in ice
coverage. Hence, for our analysis we assume that the albedo in low and intermediate
zones has not changed but will allow for albedo variations in the high‐latitude zone. In
particular, we will consider the last glacial maximum and modern conditions in order
to characterize the glacial‐interglacial transitions and will also ponder the possible
conditions at the end of the XXI century. Specifically, we consider  to have changed
between 0.85 (maximum glacial, with the entire high‐latitude zone covered by snow
and ice), 0.60 (modern) and 0.50 (end‐of‐the‐century) (Table 1) [28,29].
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Table 1. Earths carbon dioxide atmospheric concentration, annual‐global average
surface temperature and corresponding greenhouse factors and high‐latitude albedo
for last‐glacial‐maximum, modern and end‐of‐the‐century conditions




Last glacial maximum 180 7.9 ±C (281.05 K) 0.382 0.85
Modern
Preindustrial 280 13.8 ±C (286.95 K) 0.375 0.60
1951‐1980 320 14.0 ±C (287.15 K) 0.381 0.60
2019 405 15.0 ±C (288.15 K) 0.388 0.60
End of the century 670 (RCP6.0)
930 (RCP8.5)
16.6 ±C (289.75 K)






The greenhouse factor represents the fraction of the outgoing long‐wave radiation
that, because of the presence of greenhouse gases, cannot cross the atmosphere and
is hence radiated back to the Earths surface layers; the short residence time of
air/gases in the atmosphere allows having one single greenhouse factor for all three
latitudinal zones. The underlying assumption is that, on average, the Earth surface is in
radiative equilibrium. In such equilibrium, the difference between the mean short‐
wave radiation that crosses the atmosphere, , and the mean long‐wave radiation
emitted by the Earths surface,   , is the greenhouse long‐wave back radiation,
which is expressed as a fraction l of the latter,   l; in these expressions  is the
(globally and annually) average temperature of the Earths surface
Short‐wave radiative estimates are 340.2 W m‐2 arriving to the outer atmosphere and
100.0 W m‐2 reflected back to space (albedo), leaving 240.2 W m‐2 that reach the sea
surface [30,31]. Therefore, in radiative equilibrium
    				 → 			  	l   , (25)
where  = 240.2 W m‐2 is the short‐wave radiation arriving to the Earths surface. From
this last equation  during preindustrial conditions,  = 286.95 K (13.8 ±C)  the
greenhouse back‐radiation was 144.2 W m‐2 and the greenhouse factor was l = 0.375.
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In order to obtain l values for past and future scenarios, we require knowing how 
has evolved in time. For this purpose, we use an empirical relation that relates changes
in the concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere  with changes in the
radiative forcing relative to all greenhouse gases [32,33], referenced to the
preindustrial value of  144.2 W m‐2,
    	   , (26)
where   20.5 W m‐2 and  	280 ppm.
Hence, equation (26) gives the greenhouse back‐radiation values  from the carbon
dioxide time series  [18,21,34,35]. Adding the temperature values  [18‐
20,36,37], the corresponding greenhouse factors l are obtained from   l
(Table 1). For the end‐of‐the‐century values we have used the mean temperatures and
carbon dioxide concentrations provided by the RCP6.0 and RCP8.5 scenarios.
3.3. Low‐zone temperature
Our model has six equations (equations 19‐24) and seven variables
, , , ,,, , . By setting a value for one variable, i.e. by turning it into a
parameter, we can obtain the corresponding family of solutions. The variable chosen is
the temperature of the low zone, the principal reason being its stability from the
preindustrial era to nowadays [38], and even between glacial and interglacial periods
[39]; further, the tropics are the area of the globe that will experience the smallest
changes in the end‐of‐the‐century projections [18].
Asides its temporal stability, the sea‐level temperature is fairly constant within a
latitudinal band encompassing latitudes less than 15±, with values ranging between 26
and 27 ±C [17,38]. This is confirmed by the monthly temperature data from 21 cities at
latitudes less than 20± [40]; after removing the single hottest and coldest cities, we
have an average monthly‐mean temperature of 26.9ᵒC and a median monthly‐mean
temperature of 27.3ᵒC. Further, considering the monthly maximum/minimum
temperatures, the average values are 28.9/26.6  ᵒC and the median values are
28.7/26.8 ᵒC. Therefore, for our study we will use a low‐zone temperature of 300 K and
will explore the sensitivity of the solution to variations from 297 to 303 K.
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3.4. Effective solar declination
The tilt of the Earths rotation axis with respect to the ecliptic is known as the
declination , its present value being 23.45± (0.409 radians). The declination oscillates
with a relatively long period (about 41,000 years)  in an astronomical movement
known as obliquity  with its amplitude changing between minimum and maximum
values of 22.1± (0.386 radians) and 24.5± (0.428 radians).
The major consequence of the declination is the appearance of seasonality. Further,
because of the varying declination, the latitudinal distribution of the annual‐mean
solar radiation changes substantially during the obliquity cycle. Hence, the total yearly
radiation received by the Earth remains nearly unchanged but the amplitude of the
declination sets the character of seasonality, leading to significant differences between
winters or summers throughout the obliquity cycle, e.g. moderate high‐latitude
summers and winters will occur during minimum declination values while the extreme
high‐latitude summers and winters will develop during the maximum declination
conditions.
The model equations are not linear  in particular the outgoing radiation changes with
the fourth power of the temperature  so the year‐integrated energy balance for each
zone (and the entire Earth) will depend on the actual declination. In Figure 3 we
present the models solution for the entire range (‐0.428 radians   	0.428 radians)
of declination values. The results may be understood as the conditions in a northern
hemisphere that was permanently experiencing one single season, e.g. an extreme hot
summer with   0.428 or a mild winter with   0.386. Obviously, this is an
unrealistic situation but the purpose of this plot is to illustrate the character of the
models response with the objective of viewing if the actual declination value could
have some effect on the year‐long integrated variables.
The results show that the variables are not symmetric with respect to zero declination,
particularly for the temperature of the intermediate‐ and high‐latitude zones. Hence,
we expect that the year‐long integrated results will not be the same for maximum or
minimum declination values; in particular, the annual‐integrated response may not
correspond to the steady‐state response for equinox, i.e. when the plane of the Earths
equator reaches the Sun (equivalent to an instantaneous situation of zero declination).
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Figure 3. Dependence of the latitudinal widths and temperatures of all three zones on
declination  (the results correspond to   0.30,   0.32,  0.60, l  0.388,
and  	300 K).
We face the task of estimating an effective declination, defined as the declination that
would lead to conditions similar to the annual‐integrated values. Given the models
important simplifications (e.g. assumption of steady‐state radiative balance at any
time of the annual cycle), we follow an elementary procedure. At any time of the year,
the apparent declination is given by:
    	  	   (27)
where  is one year; hence    j	 

  .
The mean value of the product of declination and any variable between the March and
September equinoxes, for example for the latitude  of any zone, is given by:






  	 ̅









where the zero time corresponds to the March equinox and the overbars represent
mean values.
Therefore we can define an effective declination between the March and September
equinoxes,   2 ⁄ , such that  ≡ ̅. Repeating this procedure for the other
half of the year, starting on the September equinox, leads to the same absolute
declination but with opposite sign. Hence, a first‐order estimate of the actual year‐long
average is obtained by calculating the mean between the models predictions for
  2 ⁄ and   2 ⁄ .
4. Results
In this section we explore the models sensitivity to the different parameters. As a
reference case, we consider the following set of parameters:   0.30,   0.32,
  0.60, l  0.388, and  	300 K (the modern 2019 conditions in Table 1). In
section 4.1 we explore the potential limitations behind using the equinox radiative
conditions, in section 4.2 we examine the relevance of changes in the low‐zone
temperature and in section 4.3 we investigate the dependence of the solution on the
greenhouse factor and the high‐zone albedo.
4.1. Dependence on effective declination
In Table 2 we present, using the reference set of parameters, the temperatures of the
intermediate‐ and high‐latitude zones for maximum and minimum declination values.
We show the results (i) considering equinox forcing, (ii) after linearly averaging the
response over the entire range of apparent declinations and (iii) using the effective
declination procedure presented in section 3.4. We focus here on the temperature
changes simply because the low‐intermediate and intermediate‐high latitudinal limits
change by less than 1± (the actual values are presented in the following sections).
Remarkably, the temperatures change depending on the selected method. In
particular, for a certain declination value, those methods that consider the effect of
the declination show results that can differ substantially from the calculations at
equinox (which do not consider the declination). For example, using the effective
declination method shows higher temperatures at intermediate latitudes (1.0‐1.5 K
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warmer) and lower temperatures at high latitudes (12.3‐13.8 K cooler). Further, and
most important, the methods that consider declination are sensitive to the actual
declination value. For example, for the effective declination method, the intermediate‐
latitude zone warms about 0.5 K and the high‐latitude zone cools some 1.5 K during
maximum as compared with minimum declination.
Table 2. Temperature in the intermediate‐  and high‐latitude zones during equinox,
linearly averaged over the entire range of declination values and using the
methodology described in section 3.4 (  0.30,   0.32,   0.60, l  0.388 and
and  	300 K).
Variables Equinox
Minimum declination values
‐0.386 rad    0.386 rad
Maximum declination values









 286.9 288.0 287.9 288.6 288.4
 235.3 226.2 223.0 225.0 221.5
For the remaining of this article, we consider the equinox steady‐state results to be a
first‐order approximation to the true solution and explore the sensitivity of the results
to all other three parameters. This approximation was already used by previous works
that explored the constructal approach [8‐10]. We also follow this approach because
we believe it is coherent with the simplicity of our model and because neither the
linearly‐averaged nor the effective declination methods are fully accurate.
Nevertheless, the above results point at two important considerations: (1) there is
some significant dependence on declination; (2) the equinox declination will lead to
results that overestimate the temperature values for the high‐latitude zone.
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4.2. Dependence on low‐latitude temperature
In section 3.3 we argued that the low‐zone temperature is a fairly stable variable,
which can be set as a model parameter. Nevertheless, it is convenient to explore the
sensitivity of the solution to this parameter, investigating what are the implications of
imposing lower or greater outgoing radiation at low latitudes. In this section we
explore the 297 K    303 K range (Fig. 4).
Figure 4. Dependence of the latitudinal widths and temperatures of all three zones on
the low‐zone temperature  (the results correspond to   0.30,   0.32,  
0.60 and l  0.388).
When using nowadays albedo and greenhouse factors, the model suggests that a
progressive increase in the temperature of the low‐latitude zone leads to an increase
in the width of the intermediate zone at the expense of the other two zones. However,
the combined low and intermediate zones experience a significant increase, about 20±
over the entire explored range. Further, as the tropical region warms, the temperature
of the intermediate zone decreases slightly (4 K) and the temperature of the high zone
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is reduced by as much as 25 K. This suggests that warmer tropical areas will translate
into wider and moderately warmer intermediate regions and much narrower (its width
decreasing from about 49± to 29±) and colder circles near the poles.
For nowadays  and l conditions, increasing  from 297 to 303 K is reflected in a 3.8
K increase in the Earths average temperature. This same  variation, however, would
have led to an increase in the average temperature of the Earth of about 30 K when
using glacial coefficients but only 1.3 K if using end‐of‐the‐century coefficients (Table
3). This reflects a decrease in the sensitivity of the solution to  as the greenhouse
factor (albedo) increases (decreases) in high latitudes, which grants certain confidence
to the predictive skill of the model for future scenarios.
Table 3. Earths average temperature  (K) and latitudinal heat transport  (PW) for
last‐glacial‐maximum, modern and end‐of‐the‐century conditions as a function of the
low‐zone temperature ; the results correspond to equinox forcing for the reference
scenario (= 0.30,  0.32,  0.60 and l  0.388).
  297 K   300 K   303 K
 (K)  (PW)  (K)  (PW)  (K)  (PW)
Last glacial maximum 248.5 2.0 267.4 0.9 280.2 0.2
Modern
Preindustrial 278.7 1.7 280.6 0.7 282.8 <0.1
1951‐1980 279.1 2.0 280.8 0.9 282.8 0.1
2019 279.2 2.3 281.1 1.2 283.0 0.3
End of the century (RCP6.0) 284.0 3.2 284.7 1.9 285.3 0.9
In Table 3 we have also included the low‐intermediate and intermediate‐high
latitudinal heat transport . When all other parameters remain constant, the results
show that this transport increases as we decrease , reflecting the incapacity of the
low‐latitude band to radiate out heat. For  decreasing between 300 and 297 K, the
latitudinal transport increases from 1.2 to 2.3 PW, which is not far from observed
values of the mean latitudinal heat transport (about 3 PW) [41].
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4.3. Dependence on albedo and greenhouse factor
Our model, despite its simplicity, can help us explore how the extension and
temperature of the three zones depend on the high‐latitude albedo and the
greenhouse factor (as argued in section 3.1, we maintain constant values for the low‐ 
and intermediate‐latitude albedos:   0.30,   0.32). Considering first the
reference scenario (Table 4), we find that the low zone occupies a strip above and
below the equator of approximately 0.413 radians (23.7⁰), which is very close to the
inclination of the Earths axis (23.45⁰) that defines the latitude of parallels in the
tropics of Capricorn and Cancer (approximate boundaries of the tropical climate). The
intermediate zone reaches until about 54⁰, so that the latitudinal widths of the
intermediate and high zones are some 29⁰  and 37⁰, respectively. We may conclude
that the model reflects reasonably well, from a geographical point of view, the Earths
latitudinal climatic zones.
Table 4. Temperature, widths and limits of the low, intermediate and high‐latitude
zones, considering the equinox forcing for the reference scenario (  0.30,   0.32,
  0.60, l  0.388, and  	300 K).







Low   0.413 (23.7⁰)   0.413 (23.7⁰) 300.0
Intermediate   0.919 (53.7⁰)    = 0.506 (29.0⁰) 286.9
High     1.571 (90.0⁰)   0.652 (37.4⁰) 235.3
We may now proceed to explore how the model results depend on the greenhouse
factor and the high‐latitude albedo. In Figure 5 we present the intermediate‐ and high‐
latitude temperatures (, ) and in Figure 6 we show the upper‐limit latitudes for the
low and intermediate zones ( and ) and the widths of the intermediate‐ and high‐
latitude zones (   and ); recall that, for the equinox insolation case, the upper‐
limit latitude of the high‐zone is /2 and the width of the low zone is equivalent to its
upper‐limit. Over each panel, we indicate the domains that characterize the last‐glacial
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maximum (G), modern (P) and end‐of‐the‐century future (F) conditions, as discussed in
sections 3.1 and 3.2.
The model predictions indicate that the glacial‐interglacial changes (G ¨ Pre) and
particularly the anthropogenic (Pre ¨ 2019 ¨ F) changes in albedo and greenhouse
gases lead to substantial temperature changes (Fig. 5). The temperature of the
intermediate‐latitude region decreased several degrees between the last glacial and
nowadays but may recover back to the glacial levels by the end of the century. The
high‐latitude region has experienced and will experience much greater changes,
progressively warming by several tens of degrees from the past to the present and
future conditions.
Figure 5. Temperature (K) of the (left panel) intermediate and (right panel) high‐
latitude zones as a function of high‐latitude albedo  and greenhouse factor l. The
results correspond to   0.30,   0.32 and   300 K. The symbols indicate the
domains that characterize last‐glacial‐maximum (G), modern (M) and end‐of‐the‐
century future (F) conditions, with the arrows indicating the direction of maximum
temperature increase.
Regarding the widths of all three zonal bands (Fig. 6), the low‐latitude zone shrank
slightly between glacial and preindustrial conditions but has progressively expanded
since, to enlarge yet several more degrees between nowadays and the end of the
century. The intermediate zone expanded substantially (about 0.3 rad or 16±) between
the maximum glacial and preindustrial periods but has progressively narrowed since,
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and will recover and probably shrink beyond its glacial width by the end of the century.
Contrarily, the high‐latitude zone retreated some 14± (0.25 rad) between the glacial
and preindustrial periods followed by a progressive expansion (and much warming, Fig.
5) that will continue till the end of the century (0.15‐0.19 rad or about 9‐11± expansion
with respect to preindustrial times).
Figure 6. (Top panels) Upper‐latitude limits for the low and intermediate zones and
(bottom panels) latitudinal widths of the intermediate and high zones, in all cases as a
function of high‐latitude albedo  and greenhouse factor l (latitudinal values in
radians). Recall that the width and upper‐limit of the low‐latitude zone are equal, and
the upper‐limit of the high‐latitude zone is the North Pole. The results correspond to
  0.30,  	0.32 and   300 K. The symbols indicate the domains that
characterize last‐glacial‐maximum (G), modern (M) and end‐of‐the‐century future (F)
conditions, with the arrows indicating the direction of maximum latitudinal increase.
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5. Discussion and concluding remarks
We have developed an idealized three‐zone model for each Earths hemisphere in
order to obtain a simplified global energy balance for past, present and future climatic
conditions. The latitudinal partition into only three different zones, each with constant
temperature, is a major yet realistic simplification. The real Earth has low/high latitude
zones that receive more/less solar radiation than is radiated back to the atmosphere,
and there is an intermediate zone where the two values are fairly similar. Hence, we
choose the intermediate zone to be in radiative balance and set a constant latitudinal
energy transport from the low to the intermediate and high zones. The use of constant
temperature values for each zone is a major (yet necessary) simplification that reflects
the common partition of the Earths climate into tropical, temperate and polar regions.
The model neither considers differences between the northern and southern
hemispheres (possibly significant because of the very different land‐sea coverage), nor
allows any feedback between temperature and the albedo‐greenhouse coefficients.
One important feature of the model is that it maximizes the latitudinal energy
transport, i.e. the poleward transfer of the tropical radiation surplus is maximum
between the low‐  and intermediate‐latitude zones as well as between the
intermediate‐  and high‐latitude zones. This is a simple yet very powerful idea that
produces two additional equations that allow obtaining a deterministic solution for the
latitudinal heat transport as well as the temperatures and widths of all three zones.
In the first part of the paper, we have examined the potential relevance of the Earths
declination in the partitioning of the heat balance. This has led us to realize that the
application of the model is conditioned by the way the actual annually‐integrated
insolation is distributed latitudinally, which is a function of the Earths declination. For
example, periods of high declination would lead to maximum summer and minimum
winter incoming radiation at high latitudes of the northern hemisphere, and the
opposite for the southern hemisphere. Since the Earths response is not linear  the
outgoing radiation is proportional to the fourth power of the temperature  the actual
annually‐averaged response will neither correspond to equinox conditions nor to a
simple linear average of the annually‐varying conditions.
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In order to appraise the actual radiative conditions causing the annual‐mean values,
we have developed a simple procedure that allows estimating an effective declination
for both hemispheres. The corresponding zonal temperatures and widths turn out to
be similar but not equal to the equinox forcing conditions, with the largest differences
occurring in the high‐latitude band, hence pointing at a real climatic relevance of the
actual declination, e.g. temperature changes at high latitudes would lead to a
significant change in albedo, which would in turn affect the temperature, in some sort
of positive feedback mechanism. Therefore, we interpret the variations in solar
declination as affecting both the greenhouse factor and the high‐latitude albedo, and
focus on detecting the effects driven by changes in these parameters.
In the second part of the paper, after recognizing the models idealizations but also
realizing its robustness and good potential to detect trends, we have used the equinox
forcing conditions to explore the sensitivity of the Earths heat balance to changes in
three parameters: low‐zone temperature, high‐latitude albedo and greenhouse factor.
The probable feedbacks between declination, temperature, ice‐coverage and
greenhouse gases have led us to examine what is the response of the Earth system to
different values of the albedo and greenhouse factor, estimated to represent the last‐
glacial‐maximum, modern and end‐of‐the century conditions (section 3). In particular,
we have developed a simple procedure to calculate the greenhouse factor from known
coexisting values of temperature and carbon dioxide concentration (section 3.2).
We find that a warming of the tropical region leads to a large widening of the tropical
and intermediate regions, a small warming of the intermediate zone and a large
cooling of the high‐latitude zone, e.g. when using the 2019 albedo and greenhouse
coefficients it turns out that a 3 K tropical change (from 30 ±C to 33 ±C) would produce
a 10± widening of the tropical and intermediate regions, a warming of only 2 K in the
intermediate regions and a cooling of the high‐latitude zone by 15 K (the Earths mean
temperature increases by 1.9 K).
When moving from the last‐glacial‐maximum to the present and end‐of‐the‐century
conditions, the major change corresponds to a large increase in the temperature of the
high‐latitude zone (38 K from glacial to present and another 20 K by year 2100) (Figs. 5
and 7). During this same period, the widths of the three zones displayed less drastic
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yet very compelling changes: the size of the low‐latitude zone has remained fairly
unchanged till now but will expand some 4± by year 2100; the intermediate zone
expanded some 16± till preindustrial times but started to narrow thereafter, and will
find again its glacial width by year 2100; and the high‐latitude retreated 14± by the
preindustrial period, this trend changing thereafter such that it will recover 9‐11± by
the end of the 21st century (Figs. 6 and 7).
Figure 7. Schematics of the spatial distribution and mean temperatures during (left
panel) last‐glacial‐maximum, (middle panel) present and (right panel) end‐of‐the‐
century RCP6.0 conditions. Each panel shows the extension and temperature of each
latitudinal zone, as well as the Earths average temperature.
The Earths average temperature () for glacial‐maximum, present (2019) and end‐of‐
the‐century conditions (RCP6.0 scenario) are 265.3 K, 281.1 K and 284.7 K, respectively
(Fig. 7). The mean temperatures are below the observations and more refined
predictions, and the trends are larger than observed or predicted (Table 1).
Nevertheless, in all cases, these trends do reproduce the direction of past and present
changes. Keeping in mind the simplicity of our model (it has zero tuning!) and
considering that we are using a constant low‐latitude temperature and the equinox
forcing conditions, we find these results remarkable.
It is important to point out that our predictions are highly dependent on the selection
of the low‐latitude temperature, high‐latitude albedo and greenhouse factor; for
example, if we had chosen smaller/larger future greenhouse/albedo values then the
predicted changes would have been substantially smaller, allowing a better fit to
projections with much more sophisticated models. However, this has not been our
objective; rather, we have preferred to focus on determining the trends as a function
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of the controlling parameters, particularly on what will be the outcome of the current
increase in greenhouse factor and decrease in high‐latitude albedo.
The arrows in Figures 6 and 7 indicate, for each variable, which are the directions of
maximum change in the   l domain. Remarkably, the pathway for the maximum
changes in high‐latitude temperature is along the current direction of decreasing
albedo and increasing greenhouse factor (Fig. 6), clarifying why the high latitudes of
the northern hemisphere are experiencing such a major warming; in the southern
hemisphere, the high‐latitude albedo has remained more constant so the expected
change (which is solely due to l) is much smaller. In contrast, the temperature of the
intermediate zone and the widths of the intermediate‐ and high‐latitude zones have a
direction of maximum increase that corresponds to either an increase in l or a
decrease in α but not both, explaining why the final outcome depends on the relative
weight of one factor or another.
Finally, it is worth emphasizing the mitigating effect that a change in the low‐latitude
temperature () can have in the projected warming (Fig. 4). We have assumed that 
remains constant in time but all predictions [18] do show that the equatorial and
tropical regions will also warm, yet less than other regions in the globe. Under this
situation the low‐latitude zone will be able to radiate more energy back to the
atmosphere and the energy transport to the intermediate‐ and high‐latitude zones will
decrease, leading to a deceleration in the predicted rates of warming.
Our study has two principal underlying ideas. The first one is that the Earth, as any
living being, is a complex system that optimizes the distribution of resources, very
particularly the heat arriving from the Sun [14,15]. How this is accomplished, i.e. the
spatial and temporal patterns that bring about this optimization, falls behind the
objectives of our study. However we can use this constructal concept in order to
introduce the additional equations that allow solving for the Earths latitudinal heat
transport, as well as for the widths and temperatures of the three‐zone Earths
latitudinal partition. The model demonstrates that anthropogenic‐induced changes in
high‐latitude albedo and greenhouse effect add together to moderately expand the
size and greatly increase the temperature of the high‐latitude regions. The second
underlying idea is that the meridional distribution of heat is sensitive to the Earths
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declination. This distribution would produce modifications in the two most remarkable
climatic‐sensitive parameters, albedo and greenhouse factor, which would have a
substantial feedback effect on the temperature and extension of the Earths climatic
zones.
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